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I Full Docket This Week In
Court Of Judge Bob Miller

ED STONE

Judge Robert 0. Miller completed
C number of cases in court during
the past week. They are as follows,
according to the court record.
Jerry Harold Watson, Mayfield
route six, speeding. State Police.
s Fined $10.00 and costs of $15.50.
Jerre Joseph Kennedy, Richmond,
.ndiana. speeding, State Police. Fined $10.00 and coats of $15.50
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Wayne Swift, Benton route three,
reckless driving, reduced to speeding. Deputy Sheriff Fined $10.00
and rosts of $1550
Larry Humphrey. Benton route
three. speeding. Deputy Sheriff.
Pined $10.00 and costs of 122.50
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Joseph Greenway. Ca. uthersville,
Missouri. speeding. Depu. • Sheriff.
do Pined $10.00 and etas suspended
Donald Gene Motor, Boaz, Kentucky route two. DWI reduced to
reckless driving. State Police. Fined
$25e0 and costs of $10.50
Audry Glenn Hill, reckless driving. Deputy Sheriff. Fined 05.00
and costs of $17.60.
Alvin Charles Mix, Jr.. Puryear,
Tennessee. speeding. State Police.
Tined $1000 and costs suspended.
en
Leonard Duncan, Almo route one.
la speeding, Deputy Itteriff Pined
$10.00 and costa siuspended
Larry David Watson. Kirksey,
Kentucky.speeding. reduced to
breach of peace. State Police Fined
$1000 and costs suspended.
Johnny Crouch, Murray route one,
speeding, reduced to breach of
Peace. State Ptallialleted $10.00 and
costs of MAC
Curtis Jackson. aiming and uttering a cold and worthless check.
•Fined $2500 and costs of $10.50 and
restitution made of $1400 check,
Mershel Smith, issuing a cold
check reduced to breach of peace,
the Sheriff Fined $2000 and costa
of $17.50 and restitution made on
$23 32 check.
Betty Inman. issuing and uttering a cold and worthless check.
Fined $1 00 and costs of $22.50 and
restitution made on $10.06 check.
, Gerald Dean McClain. breach of

Feeling Secure In
Family To Be Topic
"Feeling Secure In the Family"
will be the topic of the lesson to be
taught Monday night, November 4.
at 7:30 p m. to the Adult Class of
Murray College High School The
theme for the entire series of les-Aiming Our eights Tosons is '
ward Better Family Living."
Mrs. Thomas Nelson will direct
the class on Monday evening She
formerly taught for two years in
the psschology and education department at Murray State College
and was also a teacher in the Owensboro and Lexington secondary
schools. She has her B. S and
M. A. degrees from the University
of Kentucky and has two daughters, ages five and seven.

peace Given 15 days in jail suspended on good bel-avior
Millard Thompson, Point Pleasant,
New Jersey. speeding, State Police
Fined $1000 and costs suspended
Herman Dietzel, speeding, State
Police Fined $10.00 and costs of
$1550
0 0. Dublin, three counts, obtaining money under false pretenses, failing to pay wage earner
and failing to pay wage earner.
Placed under bond of $500 on first
count and other two continued
George Weak& public drunk, the
Sheriff Fined $10.00 and costs of
$22.50.

Fire Chief Expresses
Thanks For Help
Fire Chief Flare Robertson today said he wished to thank the
people of Murray for their cooperation during the recent drought,
which cut the number of grass
fires to a minimum Chief Robertson had asked the people of Murray
to hold leaf burning to a minimum
because of the danger of quick
spreading grass fires.
Chief Robertson also credited the
city garbage pickup system with
holding down grass fires In the city.
Since the Inauguration of the garbage system, grass fires In the city
have been cut more than fifty per
cent Chiet Robertson said.
He commented that the end result
ftre safety within the city.
41116111s1sealea 111 costly fin*.
tater Robertson also urged that
with the coming winter months and
the renewed operation of heating
systems, thit great care be exermied.

FACT FINDERS-Members of the U.N. fact finding team in South Viet Nam interview progovernment Buddhist priests in Saigon. The team also spent five hours interviewing
students who had been arrested and lock' d up in a "political re education" camp The
team ill studying the government's anti-Buddhist policies.
(Radiophoto)

Brent Manning Is
Police School Grad

Hard Fighting Blue Devils
Prove To Be Tough Opponent
A tired but willing Murray High Grove received the kickoff. The
eleven edged a fighting Grove High Blue Devils made one play afte.
School team last night at Ty leollsaid I the kickoff and fumbled the '
,
all
Stadium 13 to 7.
Murray recoveied.
The Blue Devils, definitely "up"
Lee. Faughn and Hogancamp movfor the game, presented a formiuable defense to the Tigers and th:."" ed the ball well from the Grove 32
offense seemed on the verge of where play started. During the next
cutting the Murray High line several plays the Tigers pushed over
two touchdowns, but they were both
throughout the night.
Fresh from a 32-33 loss and a called back on penalties.
Murray finally lost the ball on
33-32 win with Class AA Tilghman
and C.ass AA Hopkinsville. the downs on the Grove one yard line.
Tiger
j' st could not click last Elkins of Grose High Was unable to
night even though it was obvious gain much ground and Grove punted out to the Grove 29
that 'iey tied.
After moving to the 17 Doran passA reran id Weatherly pass front
the 17
leie was good for the ed to Weatherly for the f:rst score
first Murray score with 2:07 left of the game and Hogancamp ran
In the first quarter and Hogan- over the extra point.
As Grove took the ball they were
camp made the extra point good.
Grove High came back in the unable to move and punted out
second quarter with 3:47 left in the again The Tigers exchanged punts
half when Danny Elkins, hard run- as they were held by the Grove dening half back plunged over from fense.
Starting at the IP yard line Grove
the 5. Elkins also ran the extra
point to tie the game at the half. High used Elkins, Rickman and
The Tigers. showing flashy form Garnett to move the ball with five
at the beginning of the second half first downs to the Murray 5 Elkins
worked with precision and in five plunged over from there and also
plays put the ball over the Blue ran the extra point to knot the
Devil goal iine. Lee went over from score.

- --Brent Manning. Niurraysatty Policeman was one of twenty two police
officers w ho graduated yesterday
from t he first advance training
school to be conductee by the Kentucky Peace Officers Association at
the Kentucky State Police Academy
in Frankfort.
Courses taught at the week-long the 10 yard line with 9:08 still in
Second Half
school covered such subjects as nar- the quarter. The extra point try was
FRANKF)RT, Ky. VI, - Only
The Tigers tuck the ,all on the
cotics, counterfeiting, auto thefts no good arid that was the scoring
three fires were still burning Kenkickoff and returned it to the 35.
for the night with Mui ray 13 and Lee went to the Grove 47 and Doran
tucky woodlands late Friday. the ,
goo it was assuming executive power and problems of arrest.
By RAY HERNDON
Grove
High
7.
state Forestry Division reported, but
temporarily, and would press the
to the 38. Hogancamp bulled to the
SAIGON Res - President Ngo straggle against Communist aggresApparently fans, both teams and 35 for a first down. On the next
the rainfall which helped put out
everyone else were thoroughly con- play Lee went around his left end
33 others Was not sufficient to re- Dinh Diem and his powerful bro- WOO.
fused for the first minutes of the with almost perfect blocking and
move Use closure law in effect since ther. Ngo Dinh Nhu, were reported
Saigon Radio reported an end to
today to have committeed suicide in
game. as flags flew from all di- reached the Grove High 8 yard
Oct. He
rections. Murray maintained posses- line.
State Fire Ceintrol Chief ell. W. the wake of the military revolt that th$ bitter fighting that raged throThe West Kentucky Trap Champ- sion for over half the queeter and
eglkeihe streets of the capttal FriBerckwism said the only fires'burn- ousted their government.
After a leas rl 1".0 3ife* to the
day, cielminating in the attack on ionship will be held Sunday, No- ran three touchddwns before they
ing in the state were in Harlan
10. Lee went over fOr Miehey's secThe Saigon Radio said the bro- the palace.
vember 3, at the Jackson Purchase could make one suck. Penalties were
County and thew were under conond score. The extra point try was
thers took their live., after being
Gun Club located between Murray flack for the first quarter, before
trol.
no good.
The coup d'etat climaxed weeks and Mayfield.
arrested at the conclusion for a
the game settled down.
Inmates of the Bell County prison
Grove High received on their 15
17-hour revolt by elements of the of growing discontent because of
This will be the last big shoot of
Murray got the ball early alter and returned the ball to the 36
camp were moved to the National
and
political
troubles the year with $150 in trophies to be
armed forces who said they struck religious
Thursday
at
Harlan
Guard
Armory
and Ellis moved it to the 42 John
LOC GE MEETIN G
"to save the cour.try from a Com- which had their seeds in the Diem given in five classes. The shoot
night ea help fight three major fleLie received a long pass from Bobregime's crackdown on Buddhists starts at 10 a. in with the entry
munist take over."
Murray L dge 106 FazAM will
and four minor ones which burned
by Miles on the next play and was
anri .her opposition elements this closing at 2 p. in.
have a past master's meetieg on
some 10.000 acres when high winds
Tne military junta which took summer.
stopped on ths Murray 48. After
Monday night November 4 at 7:30
A spokesman said classes will be
fanned the flames.
one more play. Grove fumbled
control of South Viet Nam said it
The radio denounced Diem for determined by discarding Hi and
at the lodge hall All past masters
"All the fires are out on the pert- was r -'1.ing up a provisional gov- building up power
again and the Tigers recovered.
for his family Low score and in this way everyone
are asked to be present RefreshEdward
T.
'Ned"
and
the
Breathitt
County,"
will
in
Harlan
meter
Neither team was able to gain
ernment with former Vice Presi- -under the cloak of fighting against
ments will be served All Master
has an equal chance. There will be make a final
appeal to voters on a headway and finally with 4:41 left
teats fires still burning are being dent Nguyen Ngoc Tho as premier. communism." but
emphasized that a $5.00 Class Optional to be diMasons are urged to attend also.
nine-station
statewide
television
contained," Berckman said.
in the game Murray punted to the
The radio report of the suicides South Viet Nam's primary enemy vided 60-40 by
classes, the club program Monday night. Nov 4.
Three other fires burned 96 acres was made less than an hour after still is the Communists.
Grove 31 yard line, relying on their
spokesman added.
The
Democratic
gubernatorial defense to keep the Blue Devils
in the Morehead district before be- leaders of the new military junta
candidate
will
answer
questions
teleFriday.
but
early
extangutshed
ing
away from the goal line in the final
announced that Diem and Nhu had
phoned in by viewers for one hour. minutes of the game.
no fires at all were reported in the been captured in a church in a SaiThe program will originate in LouPrestonsburg. Hazard and Pineville gon subueGrove reached their own 43 and
isville, and will begin at 8.30 p. in. with 2:45 left. punted again. The
districts.
The brothers were said to have
Beret:man said that 28 fires burnTigers appointed big Ben HoganEa stern Standard Time Sta- camp to run out the clock and this
ed 775 scree in 15 counties west of died of gun shot wounds. There
tions carrying the program are he did with gusto.
Louisville between t h e Thursday was no further explanation.
WHAS. WAVE, and WLKY.
In Washington the State Departand Friday reports, but all were out
Apparently regaining new- vigor,
WLEX, Lexington; WLW. Be Ben went from. the Murray 32
ment said it could not confirm the
at 2.30 p.m EST Friday.
Cincinnati.
and
WSAZ,
report.
suicide
Huntinglisted
as:
the
fires were
Causes of
to the 41 As he crashed through on
ton.
Vietnamese General Trait Tuo Ai
debris burning 13. incendiery 8,
the second play he made it to the
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky. UPI - Ed- hour by seven television stations smokers 7. miscellaneous 2 and rail- said Diem and Nile apparently esStations carrying the prograM;at 48 and a first down. Hogancamp
ward T Breathitt, who has spent Monday night.
7:30 p. m. will be WPSD. Paducah; hit to the 45 then the 43. Doran lost
caped from the presidential palace
road sparks 1.
the past 23 months seeking election
GLAFGOW. Ky. ,ITS -- Republi- ponent. Edward Breathitt,
WTVW, Evansville; and WLTV.' to the 42 and Hogancamp belted the
Breathitt closed out his camFire guard R. 4. W. Roberts, Mur- before it was attacked this mornknows
as governor of Kentucky. climaxed paigning in Louisville and Jeffer- ray, remained in critical condition ing. Saigon Radio said the brothers cans v 'roped it up for gubernatorial
Bowling Green.
line on the next play to the Grove
how to provide 75.000 new jobs in
the long campaign today with two son County Friday night by calling Friday, after suffering a heart at- were arrested in Cholon. a subub of
- n eies Lovas Nunn in his home
38 and the horn sounded four secbig rallies, the first here in his old for "a crusade for decency and pro- tick Thursday while fighting a fire the capital.
v
with campaign leaders Kentucky, as he has said he would
onds later.
home town.
The revolutionary military com- predicting a throng of up to 10.900 try to do, he "should have told the
gress," at a Democratic rally at the In Calloway County.
The ground game of Grove High is
Breathitt and the critter Demo- Brown Theater-adjacent to Remittee said
was dissolving the for a three-hour rally beginning a present administration, which has
reflected in the statistics which
cratic state ticket were to take part publican statr campaign headquartgovernmes . and the parliament be- 11 a.m. CST
- . show they marlo- d up 10 first downs
found only 2,000 new jobs for Ken• in the rally at the Christian Go- ers
The Calloway County High School to 9 for the tigers. Grove had 165
cause the Diem regime was incapToday's rally was the last major tuckians in four years,"
•unty courthouse, to be preceded by
Young
Adult
Homemaking
able
Class
-of
safeguarding
the freedom
will yards rushing to lee for Murray.
A noisy, fest( e crowd o D.. nocampaign effort for the former Bara parade at 10 a. m. (013T).
have its second lesson Monday
and security of the people."
yardage
Murray's
pulled
ais
crats-and one heckler wi o 1.11.3
Also appearing on the program
ren County judge, except for an
After that, the candidates all were
night.
November
4,
at
7:30
The
p.
in.
junta
at ahead of Paris with 62 yards and
tole
newsmen in Salpromptly thrown out-heard Bieahour-long telecast on election eve, were Bemis L. Lawrence, candidate the. Thurman Furniture
scheduled to move to Owensboro for
Company
four
out
of
seven pieces completed.
thitt and other Democratic leaders
Monday night.
for lieutenant governor; U.S. Sen. on East Main Street.
a Western Kentucky Democratic
Paris completed two of five passes
promise landslide victories in TuesNunn also appeared on television Thruston B. Morton, Louisville MayRally at the Daviess County High
"Buying
Bedding"
will
be
for
25
the
topyards.
day's election.
Friday night, pledging that election or William 0. Cosswer. Jefferson ic of the second lesson. Those who
School.
'The Tie-5 did not fumble the
Breathitt castigated Republican
of himself and the Republican ticket County Judge Marlow Cook, and by were unable to attend the first
Tonight it will be the turn of
lesball
but
by
of
clinics
did recover two Grove
conducted
A series
candidate Loue Nunn, without namto state office next Tuesday would pre-taped recording, U.S. Sen. John son are invited to enroll at this High furreles
Breathitt's running mate Harry Lee
ing him, for injecting racial ques- the Callow-ay County Cancer AsBill
Fandrich
Republican
Publi- bring Kentucky better government Sherman Cooper.
Waterfield. running for lieutenant
meeting.
sociation and the Calloway County
tions into the campaign.
city Chairman. today announced at Ichier cost.
governor. and- Itreathitt both will
"It is an insult to the traditions Health Department will be given that two one-'..mr Jejevision shows
He Called on voters to "Join a
speak at-the Hickman County Courtof both great parties and a blow during the months of November. have been purchased on most of the Republican crusade to clean
up the
** house in Waterfield's old hometown
against the future opportunities of Two local gynecologists. Dr. Con- State's television stations for the rotten mess in Frankfort."
of Clinton.
Kentucky's children when a poli- rad Jones and Dr Charles Tuttle, benefit of the Nunn-Lawrence team.
The candidate spent much of the
After that. the only campaigning
tical cadidate makes hate and pre- will make the tests, donating their these shows will be the fact that a hour answering questions from
left for Breathitt will be an election
judice his stock in trade," he said. time.
present
audibly,
pictorially
and
graviewers, many of them dealing with
eve telethon to be carried for one
"I pledge you that during my
This "PAP" test will be given free phically, the real issues of this cam- such issues as his opposition to Gov.
administration, we shall reject the
paign.
Bert Combs antidiscrimination orto all women at the Calloway Cocounsels of extremists and radicals,
"An important feature of both der. education and industrial Imunty Health Department each Tueswe shall work with the moderate and
these
saws
will
be
the
fact
that
a
provement
day and Thursday from 500 to
responsible leaders of all races, and
He also attacked the Louisvilie
8:30 p m through the first two majority of the time will be devoted
we shall not have a Birmingham
to
the
answering
of
questions
by
Courier-Journal and Times new
weeks of November. The first clinic
in Kentucky." Breathitt said.
Louie
Nunn,
Judge
Republican
Canpapers. charging they had "conspirwill be Tuesday. November 5, from
The candidate cited the record
didate for Governor."
Untted erase Isternattessi
ed to keep news of the campaign
5.00 to 8:30 p. m.
of the present administration of
Fandrich listed these times and from the people and bury the isThe "PAP" smear tells whether station for the two shows, WPSD- sues."
52 Gov. Bert T Combs as evidence that
High Yesterday
31 "It does make a difference who is or not a person has cancer of the TV Paducah, Friday, Nov. 1st 7:30Law east Night
Nunn said the gubernatorial camcervix at the time of the test Can- 8:30 p. m. (Clerfe; Monday Nov. 4th paign in Kentucky had taken on
34 chosen to lead you."
7:15 Today
Gov Bert Combs, speaking on cer of the cervix and cancer of the 6:30-7:30 p. m. (Cel).
national significance because of the
Kentucky Lake 7 a. in. 364 1. Breathitt's behalf, said he blamed uterus are two of the greatest
civil rights issue and because of its
down 06 ft.; lake temperature 68. Inexperience rather than bad faith causes of death from cancer among
effect on President Kennedy's bid
Below dam 3030. up 06 ft. Barkley for Nunn's efforts to win an election women With- thus test it is possible
for re-etectton next year. *
Dam 302e. no change in 24 hours. on such issues as "Communists in to detect cancer of the cervix and
The GOP candidate repeated an
the state parks, bootleggers in Floyd treat it before it has spread or even
Precipitation: .45 inch
--often-stated pledge to revoke the
County and pork chops in the gov- damaged this part of the body.
Jack Belote has been named to executive order on racial discriminernor's mansion."
For the best results from the test, the Calloway County Library Board ation as his first official act as
• Sunset 4:59; Sunrise 6:23.
Combs said, "There were a few Women should not take a douche a for a term of one year beginning governor, and said he would make
Western Kentucky - Fair through bootleggers in Floyd County before few days before taking the test July 1, 1963. according to a release no recommendations on the civil
Punday. Windy and cool today High I was governor, there are a few there
Tests will be given on November from County Judge Robert 0. Miller rights issue to the General Assemnear 50 Colder tonight with frost now, and there will be a few after 'th, November 7, November 12. and
Belote will replace Mrs Desiree bly. but leave the matter to the
or freezing temperatures. Low 26. I'm governor. Man does not live by November 14th, from 500 to 8:30 Hosick whose term ended at that legislature.
Johnny Rose
Jimmy Johnson
'bread alone, you know."
A little warmer Sunday.
p m.
time.
Nunn said if his Democratic op-
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Treatment For 20 Years Ago This Week
Bursitis Is
Varied

•

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOX .•As
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Th. War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

Miss Clara Waldrop, daughter of Mr and Mrs. H. T. Wal

drop, will leave next Wednesday for Louisville where she has
accepted a position in the news department of the Louisville

As September came in 1863,
Union forces still had only a
foothold on Morris Island in the harbor of
Charleston, S. C.
Principal fortification on the island was
Fort Wagner, a redoubt that extended entirely across a narrow part of the island.
A brigade under Maj. Gen, George C. Strong,
which landed at the other end of the island,
had made a costly, futile assault on Wagner
back in July. Siege artillery was brought
ashore laboriously and Wagner subjected to
prolonged bombardment before another assaulL This, made by Strong's brigade reinforced with another under H. S. Putnam,
was costlier than the earlier attack. The casualties included Strong, Putnam, Col. Robert G. Shaw,
and '25 per cent of the
latter's 59th Massachusetts Regt., which wall
composed chiefly of Negroes; the total losses
were 1,515 out of 5,264
Union men engaged.
In a third assault at
dawn on a. September
morn in 1863, the attackers found their long
sought prize undefended.
The Rebels had evacuated
the fort and crossed the
harbor the night before.
Wagner proved of no
value to the Union force
for all attempts to take or
knock out Fort Sumter
failed.
—CLARK KINNAIRD

No.353

Miss Frances Sledd. Mrs. Louise Putnam Carter, Miss Ann
Mrs Gibbs, and Larry Doyle are Murray students who were
named for "Who's Who Aiming Students In American Colleges
and UnIversities" at Murray State College for the year 1943-44.
Murray is passing her 100th birthday this week, according
to records in the court house which show that the first deed
to be recorded in the 2durray records was that of John Burch
and wife to George add Nancy Barnes 01 October 31, 1843.
Miss Rebecca R.obertson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Robertson,'and Disign Itaron Boyd West, USNR, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Owen West, were married Saturday, October 23, at
the home of the bride's parents

By DELOS SMITH
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500
UPI Science Editor
Machrion Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time at Lite Bldg-, New York, N.lee
NESS' YORK gie — It will be a
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, &Lich.
comfort isithough • small one to
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranernieston as the occasional but innumerable ratans of bursitis to know medical
Second Class Matter.
ecience is far from being of one
1U13SCELLETION RATES, By Carrier in Murray, per week 20g, per mind on how to
deal with it.
/mean 8.5e. In Calloway and &Moaning counties, per year, $4.50; AgeDr. J. Drennan Lowell, a teacher
where, $8.00.
of orthopedic surgery at Harysed
Medical School, listed a down pos-71s• Oideleading Civic Asset of • Comossiaity le the
sible ways including -manipulahungrily at its II•waseper"
tion" which means flinging the affected arm or leg about no matter
SATURDAY — NOVEMBER 2. 1963
how much it hurts.
He had been asked to choose the'
one best way, on the basis of his
LEDGER
TIMES 5114
YOUNG PEOPLE THINK
scientific knowledge and experience
•
with those now and then ornery
Barry Jan Thoma-s, 21 months olcl son of Mr. and Mrs
parts of anatomy, the bursas.
NEVER was it made more clear to us that the young people
Although there is no statistical Chester Thomas, has been diagnosed as having poliomyelitis,
of today are thinkers, rather than just blind followers, than' evidence, medical authorities be- according to Dr. J. A. Outland, County
Health Officer. Young
it was on Thursday night at the International Relations Club lieve there has been a great up- Thomas is at the Murray Hospital.
surge of ornery bursas in the last
The funeral for William C. Phillips, age 84, will be held
at Murray State College.
few years.
The program consisted of a debate between two outstandThey can't really explain it tut at the South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church Wednesday
at 2 p.m. with Rev. H. P. Blankenship and Rev. 0. C. Wrather
ing men, who debated the issues in the current political cam- many of the victims are weekend
golfers. woodchoppers, do-it-your- officiating.
paign.
selfer, and other males who think
The Murray Business and Professional Women's Club and
Judge Robert 0. Miller debated the Democratic viewpoint a Satarday and a Sunday of stern- the Murray Lions Club entertained a group of patients
at the
while William Howerton, a Paducah attorney, argued the 1101lb phesical activity will make up Western State Hospital in Hopkinsville on Thursday evening.
their
for
physical seith during the
Dr. C. S. Lowry was the guest speaker at the annual meetRepublican point of view.
other five days of the week.
ing of the Calloway County Homemakers Club held at the
A number of questions were asked following the debate
For those who are unsure, a
Kenlake Hotel on Friday.
and they were questions which demanded firm, complete and bursa is a sac in bony prominences
over which muscles and tendons
non-evasive answers.
move. It contains a flud which
We left with the impression that the students did not looks like the white of an egg and
when a bursa gets inflamed. oh
get the replies they were seeking, from either speaker.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
They were obviously cold to any jokes at the expense of brother! There's no pain quite as
persistent and as excruciating.
the other party, desiring only to know concrete answers to
In the current rash of bursitis
victims. the bursa usually afflicted
their questions.
Dogs have been ordered killed by city and county officials
It pleased us to see so many questions asked and it pleas- is the oria Where an upper arm after an agreement Monday in which it was decided that an
merges with the shoulder. There is
ed us even more that there was little of the blind, following no comfort-Toe them hether stand- emergency is now existing as the result of a dog, known to
By N11.1.1.tst it %Milian'
have rabies, having bitten numerous dogs in West Murray
Vatted Press International
that is so obvious-today in both parties.
ing. siting Sa lying down and even
and the Northwest part of the county.
LOUISVILLE 4UPI, -- The 10 guBy questioning leadership, some good answers will be the slightest arm movement beMr. and Mrs. Festus Story of near Penny are, the parents bernatorial elections in the past
comes an ordeal.
forthcoming and if leadership in both parties fail to give
40 years present some interesting
Dr Lowell was asked by the New of a girl born Tnesday of this week.
the right answers, this too, is not lost on the young voter.
Announcement has been made of the marriage of Miss statistics as Kentucky voters preLaigland Journal of Medicine to inpare to visit their polling places
Our faith in the future was strengthened at the degate struct its readers on the best way Shirley Hubbs,. daughter of Mr., and Mrs. Connie Hubbs, to next Tuesday.
to cope with it and make it go away Luther Greenfield, son of Mrs. Blinona Greenfield..
on Thursday night, because it proved to us that young folks
It's been 20 years since a Reas quickly as possible
Although the diphtheria epidemic seems to be on the publican was elected governor. That
do think straight and are not easily bamboozled by incomplete
He puts the tender arms into wane, yet severa1
cases have been treated by intubation at came in 1943 when Simeon Willis
slings and theit owners into beds,
or evasive answers.
the Mason Memorial Hospital recently, all of which seem to defeated J Lyter Donaldson The
in a sitting or a semi-sitting posibe doing well.
balloting that year was unique.
tion. He gives them a pain-lessenFor Instance, it was the lightest
ing drug and an araianflammatory
turnout of voters in the 10 general
drug phenylbutazone Your times a
GOLDWATER SUGGESTION UNTHINKABLE
elections over the 40-year period
day and otherwise doesn't touch
with only 562.908 ballots cast Willis
them.
also won by the smallest plurality
-The response in most cases is
of any gubernatorial candidate durHE SUGGESTION by Senator Barry Goldwater that the dramatic and occurs within 48 to 72
ing the four decades, a slim 8.819
Tennessee Valley Authority should be sold to private interests hours, and occasionally as early as
!totes.
w34 boats." he said. -There is a rated
We polled only 505 per cent of
has been branded as'-untlankable," and rightly so.
lobs of pails isad coma's' itant inthe total vote, also the smallest perIt is not only Unthinkable, it is impractical to the point crease in available motion.
vaairts.
ages of any winner in the 40
-Durng this period the arm Ls
of impossibility, and it is amazing that a man of the Senator's
In contrest, the heaviest voter
intellect and apparent ambitions for the highest office in taken out of :be. saag for ingratiate&
periods and gentle exercises are
turnout was in 1935 when A B
the land would make such a public statement.
started, first, winging the arm as a
Chandler won his Initial term as
.Many critics of TVA are prone to place it in the same pendulum. rater, using the oppolite
governor. Some 1.021.511 ballots
were counted in the gubernatorial
category with public welfare and other government agencies arm toassist inbringing the affected one overhead or behind the
balloting that year.
and services-operated at dead expense to the taxpayers. TVA back."
Combs Big Winner
Almost never is it necessary to
has paid its own way and.is continuing to do so, in addition
The alrgest plurality in the two
arm,
con-manipulate"
with
the
to the millions of dollars a year it pays into states and coundecades wa.s piled up by Gov. Bert
sequent torment to its owner. in
ties in which it operates. In 1963 alone it has actually paid order to help the mfeamed bursa,
Combs just four years ago when he
beat John M. Robsion by 180.out more han 220 million in this way, making it the possibly he said. and only rarely is it nec093 ballots. Combs 606 per cent of
essary to get to the bursa surgically
largest single taxpayer in the State of Kentucky.
Use vote was also the highest.
to remove a calcium deposit
The Arizona Republican may be opposed in his own
Only once in the 40 years has the
He also rejected treatments aath
Democratic candidate failed to obthinking to the principle of TVA, but he is way off base in vitamin A. penicillin, traction. diatain at least 300.000 votes_ That was
suggesting publicly that it should be sold. As has been point- thermy and ultrasoand
in the '43 election, won by Willis.
ed out, what private company could buy such a gigantic prowhen Donaldson received only X70.525 ballots.
ject spread out over 7 states, the power facilities of. which
Republican gubernatorial candiANOTHER BUDDHIST—Flames engulf Buddhist Priest Ho
alone have been conservatively estimated at 3 billion dollars?
dates.- on the other hand, have fallDinh Van in front of the Roman Cigholic Church in Saigon.
Goldwater's suggestion is indeed "unthinkable"' and would
en in this category three times. WillHe is the seventh to commit self-immolation since last May
is, of course, was one even though a
get little if any support in Congress if it ever `got that far,
In prdtest against policies of the regime of South Viet •
winner. In 1947 when Earle C. CleNam's President Ngu Dinh Diem
(Radiophoto)
which iaextremely doubtfuL
ments defeated Elden S Dumrnitt
We agree with Congressman James H. Quillen, of Tenneswho got only 287,756 and in 1961
see who said in Washington "TVA has been with us for many
when Lawrence W. Weatherby won
over Eugene &lee who got only
years, and in my judgment, it is not feasible or workable to
288.-014.
sell it—as much as I believe in the free enterprise system.
The largest GOP vote was King
"The functions which TVA exercises in respect to flood
Swope in 1935. when he pulled 445,104, but avas defeated by Chandler
control,' conservation, navigation, and electric power producThe only other Republican to win
tion .are.so infer related that, in my opinion, they .could not
election as governor in the last 40
economically be divided and operated separately.
years was ram D Sampson in 1927.
He defeated J. C. W. Beglitharn,
"Flood control and navigation are the functions of the
399.098 to 387.587.
government, and TVA, in the area which it serves, is a.aSuMTrend Is Upward
eau the leaderslup in these fields, particularly flood control".
Even though the peak voter turnout was 28 years ago, and the low
just 20 years ago, there has been a
steady climb in the past two decades.
In 1947 some" 677.479 voters cast
ballots in the gubernatorial election.
Four years later in 1951, there was a
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
slight
to em.3
decline when voting fell off

Ten Years Ago Today

It) One type of dugout or foxhole at Fort
Wagner. [1] Charge by the 54th allaasacatisetts led by CoL B. U. Shaw.

6

•

30 Years Ago This Week 20 Years Since State Had

FOR CORRECT

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE

A Republican Governor

•

T

750,0D0- 800.006 are Leine made —
mil the wanner should get, based
on an average in the past 10 election.s, about 56 per cent of the vote.

READ THE LEDGER'S
CLASSIFIED ADS

Quotes From The News

WACO, Tex — Abner V. McCall, president of Baylor University, expecting cooperation from the students and faculty
In integrating the school:,
"I feel confident this will be done with little or, no clis
ruption of the educational program of the university."
n- • -

But the two elections in the past
10 'ears have seen a sharp increase.
The 1965 total was 778,488 while
four years ago it reached 853.006.
It has been 20 years since more
than 800.000 Commonwealth residents cast votes in a gubernatorial
election. the last previous time being in 19:19 when 814.538 went to
their respective polling places.
What conclusions might be drawn
from all of this that would shed
some light on Tuesday's election?
It's a pretty safe bet that better

DALLAS - Judy Doll, a 17-year-old beauty from Akron,
Ohio, thrilled about winning the Miss Teenage America con"I still can't believe it."
WASHINGTON
Perle Mesta, on learning of the death
44-Elsa Maxwell. one-ef her riessis-m-s-- sks,iety's leadtrrg
elver: •
"I think she was a great hostess. There won't be another
.
Elsa Maxwell in this era She was a type of her own. She was
amusing and a good friend"
a •

BEVERLY HILLS. Calif — Mme. Ngo Dinh Nhu of South
Viet Narn, commenting on the possibility of her seeking political asylum in thLs country:
"I cannot stay in a country that stabbed me in the back."'

__ than_600.000. voters at
polling places—estimates of betweet
--- -

FIGHT
MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY

"STARS" in SPY CASE—The four "stars" In the newest Soviet spy case are Gleb A. Pay.
by, 39, attache at the U. N.; Yuri A. Romashin, 30, thud secretary of the Soviet LT N.
mission: John WilLam Butenko, 38, an American engineer with the International Elsetric Corporation at Paramus, N.J.; Igor A. Ivanev, Si. a Russian chauffeur. The 1.131
seized the four at the Englewoodi N.J., railroad station in a case of passing ciassified
infurrr.ation. Pavlov and liamashut were released—diolomaac asoaeeae

753
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comysey

•

PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray,

Ky.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc. •
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St

Tel 753-3181

•

Get Your
AGRICULTURAL

LIME & CRUSHED STONE
From

WESTERN MATERIALS
ALS Of KENTUCKY
Phone 436-3873
— 24-HOUR LOADING SERVICE —

New Concord, Ky.

HOLLAND DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
Iltw your Drug, PreaorIptIon and Sundry floods
WI WILL DI MOOED from
1190 a.m. to 1100 p.m. for Myron Hour

BREATHITT - COMBS - KENNEDY

EXECUTIVE ORDER
A DANGER TO YOUR FREEDOM
"Potentially the order is broad among% to reach
Into every facet of secular activity in Kentucky outside the private homes of citizens." (Allen Trout,
Courier-Journal 6-26-63).
Bobby Kennedy praised Combs' Executive Order,
"I think this will be very helpful".
"Breathitt said he favored the order and would
keep it in force it he were elected Governor". (Louisville Times 6-27-83).

LOUIE NUNN
Says When Elected He Will

RESCIND TIIE ORDER
*

Ivan°, looks at ease but Butenko ducks the earners after mend hi New Jersey.

DIAL

Tuesday night will determine
whether the statistics need to be
revised.

r

r

'

DAY OR NIGHT

VOTE

*

NUNN-LAWRENCE
United Democrats for Nunn

4.P•

•

•

j

•
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Louisville Loses Star Just
Before Game With Memphis

6

411
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AL Is Far Away
From Their Playoff
By DICK DEW
United Press International
At the rate it's going, the American Pactball league will have to
run a whole series of preliminaries
before It can stage a championship
playoff.
The circuit's Pastern Division got
tighter than a sticking window in
a thunderstorm Friday night when
Boston routed Houston 45-3.
That runaway victory by a team
rated a three-point underdog tied
the two clubs for the top in the
East. That condition could get even
more complicated if New York and
Buffalo can win in other games this
weekend
In fact, victories by the Jets and
Bills would leave the four Eastern
clubs bunched within the equivalent
of a balf game.

Both Have Perfect Records
In Conference Thus Far

owling

Cards ant!Giants
Meet Today In A
ritical Game

High School

It aid
ER AT
•
)i NIGHT '

[Akers Top 100
To Win Opener

Major Upset
Is Pulled By
Camels Friday

Tuiane plays at South Carolina in
By I. J. VIDACOVICH
rated a 24-point underdog. Louisan effort to break a I7-game les.ng
United Press International
ville's record of two wins and three
BATON ROUGE, La. l'Pli -- Mis- streak. and Vanderbilt will seek its
defeats can't match Memphis.
sissippi and Louisiana State, who first victory of the season at Boston
Parsing Carries Hopes
by United Press International
have held or shared the Southeast- College.
Round ball season started in Cal- margin This was increased to 54-16
Nobody has paid too much atWhat little hope Louisville fans
Among the independents. Memern Conference title in four of the
bang
a
with
night
last
half
County
the
at
loway
Laon
of
pinned
Campbell
is
Camels
upset
an
for
the
tention
to
have
past five years, battle at Tiger Sta- phis State plays at Loulaalle of the
Farnungton netted 17 points in County this season, but they had
Framboise. who has set two school as the Lakers of Calloway County
dium Saturday afternoon in a game Missouri Valley Conference; Flarida
records passing and tied another in High smothered Farmington 104 to the third quarter while the Lakers northern Kentucky high school
that again could determine the SEC State will be host to Furman. snd
48
after
today
were
uproar
an
games.
busy
in
two
last
football
the
adding 26 Pc'ints
Southern Mississippi plays at Sostbwinner.
Sammy Housden, apparently off
Top scorers for Farmington were turning in one of the major upsets
Only Wednesday, however, fate
Mississippi and LOU both go into western Louisiana
tha
sparked
18
yet,
got
the
season
who
in
best
and
kick
his
Ainley
Thomas
to
Fort
Harrison
beating
another
with
salmon,
up
the
of
popped
the regionally televised (CBS) game
Highlands, 7-6, Friday night.
teeth for the 20-year old passing Lakers all the way, and slashed the each
with perfect conference records.
night's
the
for
oftop
points
from
their
35
for
Lakers
fourthshowed
net
translates
a
The
scored
name
Mike
Sandfoss
whose
ace —
Otherwise. Ole Miss was tied by
indicated
night
and
work.
enough.
last
paws
play
on
14-yard
fensive
a
appropriately
touchdown
French,
period
the
upstart Memphis State and LOU
as "The Raspberry."
Last night was the opening game that they will be difficult to deal Irani Don Barone, then booted the
lost to Rice.
Highlands
roommate,
season
sent
the
Tom's
that
during
Bagley,
point
with
End _Bob
extra
for the Laker.
LOU, the team that wins without
48 down to defeat in a Northern Ken6 16 33
dropped out of school, citing perHousden apparently did not care Farmington
passing since Pat Screen's separated
101
80
be
54
to
24
for
__
had
game
which
County
Conference
tucky Athletic
sonal problems
where he stood to make his shots, Calloway
shoulder benched him for the sea•
•••••••••m•
Farmington (48) — Fauqua, Har- the first time in 53 starts
worked out at his home in Warren, since he poured them in from all
be depending on
son, again
Wrigtit
8,
South
18,
29-game
&inky
18,
It also broke Highlands'
Mich.
points of the floor He led three rison
ramrod fullback Don Schwab. half- '
Early Bird League
Bagley, a junior like LeFramboise, of his teammates who alas hit the 2, Andrus, Carlisle 2.
winning streak in Region III Clews County AAA title, the winner of backs Danny LeBlanc and Buddy
Oct. 31, 1963
Calloway County (104) — Housden AA play, and marked the first time that to meet the city champion.
made a big contribution to L.aFrarn- double figure mark Phil Lavender
Soencer, and signal caller Billy Ezell, Ramad odes
20 12
boisea records. He was the second hit for 20. L. W Patterson for 10 35, Watson 2. Sliger, Lavender 20, the Bluebirds ever have lost a reCaldwell County closed out an who took over for Screen after the
2, '2
Brame 2, Jobeph 4, Crick 14, Hart, gional contest since the playoff sys- unbeaten regular season with a 24-7 Miami game, but limits himself to Norget ts
leading pass-snagger of the teem and David Crick got 14
_ 19 13
Rocketts
• v en thougn it Is Louisville's with 15 catches in five games, and
The L.akers jumped out in front Patterson 10, Lamb 2, Garrison 4, tem was inaugurated six years ago. victory, garnishing its 1st District running the ball.
Ii
14
Four Pins
Homecoming game and the Cards his 5-foot-4 inch frame made him early and held a 24-6 first quarter Miller 9, J Housdeti 2
The loss did not appear to jeopar- title in (hfilIS AA Region II. OwensThe Tigers face a Mississippi
13 19
have strong revenge !floatation, pro- an easy target for LaFramboise to
dize Highlands' regional title, how- boro. which will meet the Tigers team that tops the conference both Wildcats
. 10 22
fessional bettors foresee the same Moe.
ever, since the Biras already have for the regional championship, pol- in offense, with a game average of Misfits
High Team 3 Games Scratch
dire outcome as last year for U of L.,
LeFrambotse chafed through
beaten their closest pursuer, Ash- ished off Louisville Atherton, 34-13, 339 yards from scrimmage, and In
1775
freshman and sophomore seasons as
hind. McKell. also defeated pre- Dick* Moore running for three defense, with an average of 125.4 Ftocketts
High Team Game Scratch
a defensive specialist, not getting
.104•191Y by Highlands, and Rowan touchdowns in leading the Red Dea- yards per game
637
Riunadudes
County each suffered their second ns to their ninth victory without
much chance to shine on offense.
Alabama meanwhile is playing
High Ind. 3 Games Scratch
When the opportunity came this
defesta Friday night.
defeat this season
host to Mississippi State, with the
489
Jeanette McDougal
Shelbyville and Southern clinched
season, he made the most of it.
Lynch's Bulldogs. who never have winner taking over at least third
High Ind, Gains Scratch
district titles in Friday night play, lost a championship in the la Dis- place in the conference, and maybe
Two Records Tumble
207
Madeline Parker
Against Wichita
and Elizabethtown nearly did so.
trict of Class A Region IV, turned second place if unbeaten Auburn
High Team 3 GAMINS With
asair ago.
LaFramboase launched
Harlan's attempt to overthrow should be upset by unpredictable
back
wItlu
two an
Shelbyville poured it on with
1775 582-2357
Ftooketts
sault unparalleled in UL history
their reign, 13-0
by United Press International
Florida. Alabama is a two-touchthree second - half touchdowns to
High Team Game with Hr.
He fired 44 passes and completed
shoots for the two down favorite over Mississippi State,
Phelps
Heriate
Ashland .40 Porsinouth 0 ) 22
637 177-814
blank Harrodsburg, 27-0, and capRainadudes
20, both school records.
touchdowns he needs to break his Auburn a one touchdown choice
Corbin at Hearts, ram
the and District charopionalap
High lad. 3 Games with He.
"I only threw about 50 passes a
state scoring record o' 2912 over the Gators.
own
Pineville 2'7 Wallin.s 0
489 156-646
in ClIam A Region II while Elise,
Jeanette McDougal _.
season in high school." the slender
pants for a season today when Old
Paintsoille 26 Prestonsburg 0
betiatoem's eight straight win, a 27-0
High Ind. Game with He.
All the other Southeastern Con6-foot-1-inch quarterback recalled.
Kentucky Horne tackles crosstown
Lotter 27 Rowan County 21
207 49-256
whitewash of Larue Ootuay, made
ference action involves non-league Madeline Parker
Last Saturday, in a 27-14 victory
rival Bardstown.
Russell 42 Boyd County 6
the Panthers almost a cinch in the
Top Six Average
over Marshall, four of his tosses
big high school game competition, topped by Kentucky's
Another
London 43 Lily 0
160
to stay in there." said Coach Buddy Bad District
.
at Murrelle Walker
By NORMAN MILLER
went for touchdowns, equalling a
will be played tonight when Lexing- expected aerial duel with Miami
Bell County 13 Hall 7
150
Parker of Pittsburgh. "We are
the passing of Judy Parker
United Press International
school mark.
Trojans captured the ton Lafayette bat t 1 es Lexington Lexington, featuring
Elkhorn City 19 Catlettsburg 7
Southern's
148
Merton
Charley Johnson, the St. Louis ready"
Coach Frank Camp, who developon Stoll Field with 2nd George Mira and Kentucky sopho- Gladys
Clay
Henry
Class
of
West
District
the
In
laurels
laiyton 46 Erlanger Lloyd 0
141
The return of John Henry JohnEssie Caldwell
ed Johnny Unitas as a star at Lou- Cardinals' bright young engineer,
honors in Class AA Region more Rick Norton.
District
back
turning
by
U
Region
Covington Holmes 40 Newport 12
AAA
puts the Steelers In
140
Georgia Tech is host to Doke, Martha Shoemaker
isville. thinks Larrarnbolae also has tests his football know-how against son at fullback
stake in a rivalry that needs
at
unri
meet
will
and
20-14.
Fairdale,
Dixie Heights 26 Bellevue 6
weeks.
139
Georgia goes to North Carolina, Joye Rowland
the experienced old New York Gi- their best shape in several
great potential.
little incentive anyway.
Campbell Co 7 Highlands 6
won six button Watligener for the Jefferson
"He's a coachable boy," observed ants Sunday in something of a The Packers, who have
Eminence 46 Henry Co_ 6
their opening-gains
Camp, "and he works hard to cor- "truth or consequences" showdown. straight since
Boone Co 21 McKell 14
with John Roach
It's a "must-win" contest for both loss, will go again
rect hia mistakes I just wish we
Ludlow 21 Goshen (0.1 13
place of the injurclubs, determining which will go at quarterback In
had mons good receivers for him.a
Lebanon 41 Metcalfe 00. 0
Green Bay's only
Tom knows where he can find on to challenge t h e Cleveland ed Bart Starr
Somerset 14 Danville 0
end Ron
man named Mike La- Browns for the Eastern Division serasua injury is tight
Bardstown St. Joe 14 Franklin Co. 0
may play
, following in his footed!". leadership in the National Football ICrarner's ankle. Kramer
"ung
Anderson la Jessamine Co. I
Sunday.
at Lincoln Park. a suburb of Detroit.
Lancaster 14 Mercer Co. 7
Ray Berry Returns
The champion Green Bay Packers
Mike is a senior halfback who has
apyle Oa. 34 Madison Central 6
Baltimore has been an "almost"
helped earn unbeaten Lincoln Park and Chicago Bears, tied for the
Shelby Oo 6 Oldham Oo 6
The Colts gave
No 3 ranking among prep teams In Western Division lead with 6-1 rec- club season-long.
HarrLson Co 41 Georgetown 6
hard struggles and
ords. each take on a toughie this the Packers two
Michigan
Shelbyville 21 Harrodsburg 0
with the Bears
weekend. The Packers play the Pit- in their first game
Paris 31 Woodford Co. 14
,4-2-1i at Milwau- they led before bowing, 10-3. This
Stealers
asburgh
8
Station
Bryan
38
Oa
Clark
Ray Berry returns to comKENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
kee while the Bears travel to Balti- weekend,
Kentucky Deaf 14 Irvine 6
plete Johnny Unitas' old pass-catSCORES
the Colts 13-4).
BASKETBALL
meet
to
more
14
DuBois
Sterling
Mt
ching corps, Lenny Moore is ac
Cleveland 16-11 faces the softest
Lincoln Institute 6
uled to go back to his old running
United Press International
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Trinity
Vale 22
Ron Bull, shaken up last week,
Calloway Co. 104 -Farmington 48
Fames, the Minnesota Vikings (2-5) Is expected to be back in the CUItaggener 33 Durrett 6
Republican.,. LOUIE
B
W1ngo 51
63
Co.
Hickman
AnLos
the
against
home
14
at
Fairdale
are
Southern 20
cago lineup. The Bears' pass deFarm 53
Fancy
68
Co
Fulton
Lions
Detroit
the
12-5i,
6
Rams
Madison
geles
Richmond
Manual 32
fense, which h a s intercepted 22
Martin 94 Betsy Layne 66
13-4i meet ale San Francisco Forty throws so far this season, will have
Seneca 40 Fern Creek 7
Ferguson 49
58
Willisburg
Coast,
West
the
on
(1-6
0
antlers
Knox
KM! 6 Ft
to be at its best to condan Berry,
Bockhorn 61 Jackson City 58
Barren County Judge, one term.
3 terms in Kentucky State Legislature.
and the Dallas Cowboys entertain Moore, Jimmy Orr and rookie John
Country Day 27 Aquinas Prep 6
2-5).
4
Redskins
Washington
7
the
Butler 13 Western
of
Mental
to
establish
fight
Department
Led
Kentucky
Mackey.
FIGHT RESULTS
Here is the "line" on these games:
Pleasure Ridge Pk 12 Valley 0
Health,
Linebacker Galen Hiss and deNew York 4,.. over St. LOWS Green fensive back Jim Shofner are due
Owensboro 34 Atherton 13
International
Press
United
by
State
Commissioner of Personnel.
Chicago
Pittsburgh;
over
14
10a
MM!
Bay
Fleming Co 21
for the game at
NEW YORK ITC — Rocky Rivero, 3a over Baltimore; Cleveland 10 book in the lineup
Franklin-Simpson 37 Ft. Campbell 0
Merit System for state government.
Established
Erback
running
but
Philadelphia,
161, Argentina, outpointed Fioren- over Philadelphia: Minnesota 6 ovuca.h Tilghman 38 Sturgis 14
nie Green and defensive tackle Bob
Public Service Commission.
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Miami, Fla.,
State
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157a,
Fernandez,
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San
over
6
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Angeles:
0
Co.
Larue
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i!Izabethtown 27
Gain are question marks. King HIS,
(10).
Francisco, and Dallas 61, o v er fill-in for the injured Sonny JurChairman of Kentucky House of Representatives JudiGlasgow 52 Greensburg 7
Washington
ciary Committee.
N. Hardin 26 Shepherdsville 26
gensen, has shaken off a mild oonWILLEMSTAD, Curacao inn —
Face Home Stretch
Murray 13 Paris I Tenn.I Grove 7
euasion and will direct the Eagles.
on Judicial Council of Kentucky.
Served
Wash, outSeattle,
Johnson.
Jack
7
Green
Bowling
Hopletneville 13
The Rams seek a third consecuSunday's home
York,
Cardinals.
New
the
Sandy.
For
Randy
potnted
During one year of his judgeship Barren County schools
7
Caldwell 00. 24 Madisonville
win against a Minnesota
game Ls the start of a five-week tive NFL
(10) (weights unavailable).
ran
so short of money they had to stop school-bus operHenderson Co. 20 Crittenden 12
three
only
to
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that
team
opperiod in which they have an
ation
before end of term.
for
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Foundation
Co-sponsored
Minimum
receivers;
four
and
backs
'running
portunity to control t h et r ,own
shaken up three
Education.
championship destiny. During kale& the Cowboys have
pOsitions for the game aAttorney for his county school board.
stretch ,the Cards play the Giants regular
gainst the Redskins and Jack Chrisand Browns twice each
Did not serve or actively support Glasgow's and Barren
Forty
Niners
fare
his
hopes
tiansen
The game could turn out an air
County's Industrial Development Board,
against his old Detroit club
duel between the Giants' Y. A. Tit- better
26-3 beating four weeks
Served with Kentucky's "Committee for Industrial
tle, the NFL's No. I passer, and than their
his head coachDevelopment",
Johnson, whose 1,779 passing yards ago when he made
have made the Cards the league's ing debut.
During his judgeship, fewer roads were Wilt in Barren
top offensive team. Both clubs have
than in any other recent administration.
County
outstanding pass defenses. however.
promote
to
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the
in
Legislature,
his
terms
During
New
road
program: None announced.
Johnson gave the Giants fits last
new roads and better maintenance of existing roads.
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We have no desire to dictate
In his platform, has pledged to finish Turnpikes and
passes for 365 yards before the Cards
our privilege as we see fit, and we would be very little
By ED SAINSBURY
succuiribed. 31-28 This year 24-year
Parkways and build more rural and secondary roads.
privilege.
Ha pledged to take park and road construction jabs
your
have
to
you
for
willing
not
International
were
of
if we
United Preps
old Johnson has another season
away from wage earners and give those jobs to inmates
CHICAGO 4WD — Air Force tries
experience
two
the
you
with
We will be very happy to discuss
of state prisons.
Johnsons two prize pass-catchers, today for its first football victory
candidates for Governor, the issues involved and combuildand
park
facilities
more
new
build
to
pledged
Has
Bobby Joe Conrad and Sonny Ran- over a brother service academy, but
pare their platform. We would like to have your sugdle, have caught a total of 70 passes the Falcons, even though lawns only
ings to attract more tourists to Kentucky . . . serve
gestions.
and are headed for an NFL two- twice in six games, were a threeKentuckians.
Is backed by big Republican money which must be paid
once-beaten
man record Although the Cards point underdog to the
our
losing
back by special favors.
of
danger
serious
the
realize
us
of
Many
have lost John David Crow, Joe Army squad
„.
Their match, accompanied by the
Democracy.
Childress and Bill Triplett have
done enough ground -gaining in his usual service game panoply of nicerIs backed by no powerful moneyed group to which he
In Mr. Breathitt's brochure, which nearly every citiabsence to rank fifth and seventh ching cadets, ceremonials and the
owes favors.
Has never served in—or run for—Legislature.
degradlow
the
describing
received,
presence of President Kennedy. was
zen of Kentucky has
among NFL mashers.
we
of 9 Republican senators voted opposition to Nunn's
advantage,
Six
expected to pull a crowd near the
Giants Sound Physically
•
ing of Judge Louie B. Nunn for political
candidacy. The only G.O.P. senator who endorStal Nunn
The Giants, who bounced back capacity of 72.206 to Soldier Field.
would like to inform you that It is "Ned", and not Louie
The White House in Washington
has since condemned Nunn's handling of the truth.
Has served in the Legislature; knows how to work with
into the race with a 33-6 win over
Nunn, who has stooped so low.
the Browns, are in good shape. The announced late Friday that the
representatives and senators for maximum good of all.
Cards will miss defensive end Ed President still planned to attend the
We have a piimphlet (COMBS FOR BREATHITT)
game.
Henke. in addition to Crow.
published in the Louisville Defender which was used by
Says we don't need to do anything to develop jobs.
Pittsburgh, which still has a reMr. Breathitt to defeat Happy Chandler and Harry Lee
can
•
get all we need by sitting still.
jobs
for
75,000
new
to
Kentuckians.
Has
develop
pledged
cnance of winning the Eastern
mote
Waterfield in the primary.
title, faces a murderous last-half
schedule in which it can help settle
This advertisement was withheld from the papers
the races in both divisions. Bey a
for the benfit of "Ned". Some of the papers have upheld
Has already publicly promised new expenditures that
Has pledged to maintain balanced financial structure
quirk of the schedule, the Steelers
this type of politics.
would cost Kentuckians up to $100,000,000 in new taxes.
. . . is for reduced taxes.
play both top Western clubs, facing
the Bears on Nov. 24.
NUNN
FOR
UNITED DEMOCRATS
In addition to games against the
509 West Main St., Phone 753-6839
Packers and Bears. the Stealers also
Murray, Kentucky
have battles remaining with CleveJ. T. Taylor, Co. Chairman
land and New York in. the East.
"This is the game we have to win
By BOB WESTON
United Press International
— For the secLOUISVILLE
ond straight year, fate has dealt
quarterback Tom LaFramboise a IOW
blow on the eve of the University
of Louisville's football game with
powerful Memphis State.
Last year the wiry 175-pounder
from Lincoln Park, Mich.. sustained
a torn ligament in his knee just
a.gfore the Memphis State game and
didn't even make the trip to Tennessee. The rest of the team should
have stayed home, too, to avoid the
humiliation of Louisville's worst defeat in nine seasons. Memphis mauled the Cardinals, 49-0. This afternoon, Louisville gets another crack
at Memphis. which Corl'll'S to town
boasting an unbeaten record in five
games and fresh from a 17-10 conquest of Memphis State.
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One of these men will be
Governor of Kentucky!

YOUR VOTE
WILL DECIDE!
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Movie Made
In Atmosphere
Of Intrigue '

Social Calendar
Se ann. Mesdames B. H. Cooper,
Saturday. November Bad
The Businees and Proleas1onal Whit tines, and Mane McCarniab.
• • •
A'otnen's Club will have a rummage
Wednesday, November 6th
sale at the American Legion Ha
The Cora Graves Circle of the
:rum 6 am. to 1 pm.
• • •
College Presbytentui Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. H.
Monday. November 4th
The Waans of the Bethel, Brooks Kopperud, 800 Mall I Street, at 8 pm.
• • •
Chapel. and Independence MethodThe Austin PTA will meet at the
tit churches will meet at the parschool M. 2:30 p m.
sonage at 7 pm.
•••
• • •
Thursday, November 7th
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the
The Carter PTA well meet at the
First Baptist Church %VMS will meet
at 5;30 p.m. at the Mime of Mra school at 2.39 p.m.
•••
Innel Ward for a mfssion etude.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern Star will hold
-.•u....••••••••••••••.
The Annie Annstrong Circle of Its regular meeting at the Masonic
hatang dinner in San
the Pint Ba ptist Church WaLS win Hall at 7:30 p.m.
ROMANCEl—les Thuy, daughter °Vienne. Ngo Dinh NMI. Is Mown
Te-SALS oil family,
meet with Mrs. Paul limns Jr, at
leraacteco's Chinatown with Bruce Ba_eter 111 (left), of the wealthy
• •.
South Viet Nam
7 30 pm.
whose uncle's ranch she visited. Since, he hae been accompanying the
Thuds, a South Viet
•
Nnic
•
•
To
Is
Between
daughter.
l'abu's
Madame
dating
and
visitors
Nara United Nations official.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church WIILS will
•
meet with Mrs. V. W. Parker Si
Mr and Mrs Charles Brooks and
7.34) p.m.
children. Cathy and Doug. of St.
• • •
Lags, Mo., are spending the weekThe Ruby Nell Hardy Circle of end with her parenut Mr. and Mrs.
aUl
W14.13
Church
Baptist
Fern
the
Sum Calhoun, and anending the
meet with Mrs. Jerry Groves at 7.30 hoinecominst activities at Murray
p
Stela Online.
• • •
• • •
5th
November
Tuesday.
and
Ronald W. Churchill
Mr.
Methodist
Mrs
First
The Waite, of the
Church will have a potluck luncheon have returned from a western trip
at the church with the Basel and to Carlsbad Caverns National Park,
Palestine sodetiee tie special guests New Mexico. Enroute they were the
ter, a special guest.
•••
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A tribute was pant to Mrs. George
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order ot Carney Andrus of Rests ell, N e w
Williams. • Past President of the
the Rainbow for Chris will meet at Mexico.
Murray Una 73 and a Past Inetrict
• • •
p.m.
Pranderit. who passed away recentTOLEDO. Otuo UPI — So-caned the Mitsonic Hall at
•a •
ly. Mrs. WUttants was a charter -foreigna.cliebes rapidly are becomThe American Legion Auxiliary
Group I of the nunt ahrisnan
member and a tireless worker of ing American favorites.
met Monday evening October 28th.
Murray taut 73 and will be missed
A study by National Family Opin- Church CWF will meet with Mrs
at the American legion Hall
by all members President Anderson ion, a consumer research organize- R. L. Wade and Mrs Ray Maddox
After the Pledge' of Allegiance
reed a poem in her memory, and nonnfound taut two thirds of the at 2:30 pm.
• • •
and the smenne of "America" the
On Wednesday, October 23. Mrs.
Chaplain Erwtn led a prayer.
families queried nationally enjoyed
devotion was rven by the chaplain.
Margaret Terhune. Librarian. nettChairman Mrs. David Italian foode with some frequency.
Education
Group II of the Firs. Christian ed the Austin kindergarten. She
ntrs Macon Erwin
Henry introduced the guest speaker. with speahetti leading the popuChurch Clear will meet with Mrs showed the clam two movies, 'The
The minutes and cortunuracations
Mrs Eva Rum, Librarian at the larity M.
Elniu.s Beale and Mrs. Kan Frazee ugly
sere read by Mrs Humphreys. Key.
Duckling, and -Story of a
High School whose
County
of
Callowat
menaces
these
reported
It
at 2:30 pm.
secretary In the business session)
epotted Pawn" The children retopic was "Education and Scholar- Mine, serving foreign foods. Itali• • •
conducted by Mrs Claucie, Anderson.
ceived the films with much appercship" She told of the progress in an. 66 per cent: Chinese. MI; MexPresident. the members voted to
iauon and afterward drew pictures
school systems to the present time ican. 22; Hungarian. 7, French. 5:
Group IV of the First Christian
send gifts to the Veterans Hospital
if what they remembered of tba
and of the many scholaratups avail- GrfTflala, 3, and Armenian 2 per
Church CVVF will meet with Mrs.
Gift Shop in Louisville. for Chrinmovies.
able locally to students She also cent.
Quertesenous Si 9 30 am.
C.
J.
mas gifts for the patients to give
• • •
spoke of many sources of education
• • •
their families
These pictures are now at the
for those who no longer attend
Mrs Cleo Sykes Was elected treasMurray-Calloway County Library,
• LEMON MIST
school.
the
of
Circle
Ludwick
Jeans
The
urer due to the inabant of Mrs
NEW YORK tat — Among the College Preebyterian Church will and were drawn by the following
Refreshments were served by
John L Williams to continue in
new pushbutton preparations is an meet with Mrs. H. R. Simkins at children: Regina Kingsolving. Joni
Nanny
Mrs.
and
Lester
hostesses.
that office Repress were amen by
Peavler. -Terry Lynn Dick. Leslie
aerosol ountamer of lemon flavor- 1:30 pm.
Mrs Macon Entan.
the various committees. and one
Furches. Tommy Pasco, Toni Scott,
• • •
ing
• • •
new member Mrs Cohen StubbleTeresa Erwin, Nancy Shuffet, RanPush the button hid you get a
field, was welcomed
The Delta Department of the dy Dunn. Phyllis Tibbs. Kathy ColeMr and Mrs. Homer Laanter of mist past right for marunis, manwill meet at man. Mark Cohoon, Ashley GanPlans were completed for the No- Raleath North Oaruluist. are tuaung hattans. tea and salter beverages Murray Woman's Club
Hostes- no. Telle Henry The teachers are
pin.
7:30
at
house
club
the
says
lemon,
of
touch
Mrs
and
Garde
parents.
Mr
a
needing
nes
a
be
will
vember meeting. which
Messes Mrs. Donnie Foust, and Mrs. EuBell,
Elizabeth
Dr.
be
will
ses
container
e
h
T
Mrs
mane-ch.:urea
Laura
aster.
aus
Lassiter
and
the
Dmthe
with
covered dish supper.
Lorene gene Rita:ea.
and
Gibson
Jean
Venda
Avenue
spurts
Chliewav
500
1706
contains.
Jennings.
Fa
E
Mentz
tr.ct President. Mrs

PERSONALS

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-1916
or 753-4947

Vostai4 at&

Legion Auxiliary
Has. Regular Meet
At Legion Hall

Families Adopting
Foreign. Dishes

Mrs. Terhune Is
Speaker At Austin

As.

Winter Coat Parade

Wonderful Woolens
In New Silhouettes

1963

By JOSEPH FINNIGAN
UPI Hoilyweed Correapeadesit
HOLLYWOOD amp — Peter Falk
recently came back from Runde
where he oo-starred In a picture
which was famed amidst seething
discontent.
It was a dramatic cold war. says
Pete. Besides the usual temperamental outbursts among actors,
technicians, directors and other film
TEST TUBE FEEDING—An unidentified convict receives a meal
straight out of a teat tube at Vacavata, Calif., where nutriset hanger-on, Palk's Mature had
tion experts, working with 18 convicts, are proving that ram
an element of political intrigue.
can live on synthetic foods, mainly amine acids which act as
"When y got to the location it
the body's protein builders. One aim Is development of food
was a beehive of hatred," Palk says,
for man in space programs,
Sides And Factions
Pete's movie was an Italian production. with Italian actors, writers, directors anti technicians. The
political problems involved pro- 10
capitalist Italians arguing with
Communist countrymen in the film
company.
Butaeven the Communists couldn't
get along with each other. There
was friction bettween those who
favored Red China and others who
sided with Moscow. Russians who
watched the political intra-muran
thought the Italian Reds were of
little use as social revolutionaries.
Under such circumstances, it's a
wonder the tam was completed
DEAR ABBY: Since most of our that I didn't even offer her a chair without bloodshed
friends are very close, we've made I thanked her for the gift and also
"The picture had been shooting
it a habit to drop in on each other wrote her a thank-you note. Should a year in VICIOUS parts of Russia,"
at any old tune, and overlook the I call and apologize? I can't forget Falk said. "I was working in the
surroundings. As a result of this how rude I must have appeared to Ukraine, in the town of Poltava
casual attitude. I'm afraid I have her. I gat up at five o'clock this beltway between Kiev and Kharkbecome a very poor hostess The morning worrying about what she off."
fact was realized when my doctor's must have thoughl of me. What
The larmy-award winning actor
wife called on me two days ago with abould I do?
described the film as anti-Pascist
SO ASHAMED
a small gift for my new baby Of all
and anti-war." It started out with
DEAR ASHAMED: Here we go the title "Italiano Bravo Gente,"
times for company to come! The
weather was damp. so I kept all again'. Your bane is your palace, but in the unexplainable workims
Live, children inside, and my living and if you want to stack your of film-naming the picture will proroom was utter chaos My daughter lauadry to the ceiling In your living bably end up being called "Those
was ill, and I had pillows piled up none it's your privilege. A critter who Went last"
Si one end of the couch. The other whip could have thrown you into
Unwritten Part
Wad was rifled high with clean laun- such a May is not "close" enough
Pete went to Russia expecting to
dry to be folded. The chairs were for a drop-in visit. She was thought- portray a peasant in the picture
stacked with diapers tAl be folded. less not to have given you at least about Italian soldiers during World
The carpet was out of sight under an Bour's notice. Call her when War EL
magazines, newspapers and toys. If your house Is in order some after"When I got there the director
I had been in the midst of straight- noon and invite her for coffee.
• • •
said I was too old to play the role,"
ening up the mess, it wouldn't have
DEAR ABBY: When I invite my Falk said. "Can you imagine arbeen so bad. But I was cutting out
costumes for the children's Thanks- relatives for dinne r, they aak. riving in the Ukraine and the digiving play as if I had nothing else "What's the celebration?" Or, -Who rector says. 'We got the wrong guy.'
to do. I was so embarrassed when else is coining?" They seem to ex- I'M there four or five days and he
this woman appeared at my door pect me to sell them on the idea of keeps looking at me and asking how
coming, or perhaps they want guar- I wear my hat. When they told me
anteed entertainment. Why can't I was too old for the part I asked
relatives be as gracious as friends in them what do they want me to do.
They said 'Anonther part.' When
accepting invitations?
MOLLY
aaked them what part, they answerDEAR MOLLY: Some are. Yea ed "it's not written yet."
can't pick your relatives, but you
Much wrangling over money and
CAN pick your dinner guests.
script problems went on before Pete
• • •
around to playing a doeDEAR ABBY. I am 39 years old finally got
and the mother of three children. tar.

Dear Abby ...

THE `11110P-IN' PROBLEM AGAIN!
Abigail Van Buren

•

Vitamin A
Intoxication
Disturbing

My husband I have been happily
married for 12 years. Thts summer
By DEWS SMITH
while my husband was away on
business I became interesled in my
UPI Scienee Editor
NEW YORK ilet --- What makes!best friend's husband lie has two
a vitamin A intoxication a horror children My problem is obvious.
to a physician is that its signs can Should we break up two homes inFor Constitutional
be confused with those of a brain volving five children and two innoGovernment
tumor. And also those of serious cent grown-ups to gain happiness
ma-iand
encephalitis
we
chronic
should
Or
ourselves"
for
meningitis,
IT'S TIME FOR A
Infectious arthritis—to name a few nce this love of ours for the sake of
CHANGE!
without mentioning neurosis.
our famities?
BIG DECISION
A Democrat for Nunn
The complaining physicians were
• • •
and Lawrence
Drs. Joaquin Soler-Becbara and
I))SR BIG. sacrifice your "love."
St.
John L. 8oscia of New York's
Happiness can never be built on Ike)
Vincent's Hospital, and theirs were heartbreak of ethers.
1
in
raised
the latest scientific voices
• • •
alarm at the fabulous rate at which
What's on your mind? For a per- I
Americans now dose themselves with
social reply, send a self-addressed,
vitamins.
stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365.
They had past completed a 36-day
Beverly Hills, Calif.
hospital dealing with a 30-year-old'
• • •
years
for
had
who
female .secretary
Hate to write letters" Send one
with
heavily
been doffing herself
dollar to ABBY, Box 3365. Beverly
vitamin A. in addition to multipleHills, Calif..for Abby's new booklet.
From The
bolwould
it
belief
the
vitamins, in
'HOW TO WRITE LETTER8 FOR
of
sign
One
energy.
fading
ster her
ALL OCCASIONS".'
vitamin A intiaxinication is energy
• • •
has.
ITEMS
Her bewildering array of major
available at
signs were fatigue, weight loss, bone
and joint pains, bone tenderness,
lOSS of body hau , itching, dry skin,
enlargements of liver and spleen,
anemia, headache and skin rashes
"Come In and See Why"
The eventual cure turned out to
be simple She was deprived of her
We'd Be Proud To
vitamin A.
Serve You!
Soler—Bechara and Soscia were
so aroused they made an exhaustive
study of what medical science has
learned about vitamin A Intoxication 5111ce the first case was reported in 1044. They reported this study
YEARS EXPERIENCE.ith over $600,000,000.00
to a technmal publication of the
indebtedness --- in private business we cannot continue
American Medical Aseociation.
There have .been only a few cases
this type of experience and remain in business.
of acute intoxication, in small children and in arctic explorers. The
WE BELIEVE YOU ARE READY FOR A CHANGE
former got huge single doses by
eating the liver of the polar bear.
UNITE DEMOCRATS FOR NUNN
Other Citroens Cases
The others were chronic cases
J. T. Taylor, Co-Chairman
. 'and these may exist for years without recognition", they said. "The
present-day sales of vitamins emphasizes the awareness that must
be exerted by physicians. Drugstore
sales of vitamin products reached a
total of $1150 million in 1960."
One good indication is a feeable
enlargement of liver is known to
BUY YOUR PICTURE TUBES DIRECT FROM
store vitamin A but not at the rate
OUR FACTORY AND SAVE!!
at which the poiir bear liver stores
21" PICTURE TUBE with a 2-year guara.ntee,
It.
$29.95
Installed for only
"Using fluorescence microscopy.
vitamin A can be visualized in tisOUR TUBES are the only ones that carry a full two
sues." they added.- A- striking green
year varanree
floureacence is imparted by this
Service Calls $2.50
HONEST St RELIABLE SERVICE
substance to the lipoids fats or oils
which carry it. the degree of floureseerier depending on the amount of
Call 753-5865
312 North 4th St.
vitamin A present."

NUNN

Last Week

884

People Bought
- 40,108

with a
i:w cot
WANT AD

STARKS HARDWARE

150

TilF.RE'S A guardsman look about this
topper, its detachable capei gat buttons.

THE mifaTeRY Mo(t) meals this grea'L nt. A waited 'A"
aitnel line end beagaed sleeve straps are ackler.1 accents.

SUSAN BARDEN
WOOLS loomed in America
are beautiful and varied in
texture. They include every
known type of weave" and finish from bard surfaces to the
very soft and fluffy.
Made for fashion and
warmth, in colorful cher es.te. eels ar.d solids, the fat,n‘a
en..husiastieally
been
have
embraced by to designers of

American Wool council
HERRINGBONE WOCM• is used for a coat
topped by a huge sheared beaver collar,

TV OWNERS

coats, suits and evening cos- mime with braid trim or brass
tanes.
buttorns and epaulets.
Many Designs
The wool coats show great
diversity of design and variety
of silhouette for winter. The
double-incanted is the most
popalar styling and is seen in
many versions.
There is the military look,

Other douhte-breasted yarn
inform feature detachable or
permanent capes.
Muffled collars and voinme
Inoue patch itiockets are details
on clutch styles, as well as on
the classic coat with single
button closure.

TV SERVICE CENTER
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from Russia
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NICE BEDROOM SUIT & COUCH.
1.45 tobaccv base, good outbuildings„ only $4750.00.
n5c
3 =Ica northweit of Stella. Call CLALTDE L MILLER. phones 753- Call 753-6392
489-2238.
-132D 5064, 753-3069.
n4c

SALE
•

NOTICE
lIs=13 NORGE AUTOMATIC wash- 1969 CORVAIR MONZA. Call 753er and dryer. Phone 753-4091 or we 5681.
n5c
Mit
at 1708 Olive.
IF YOU ARE interested in buying
WELL KEPT CARPETS SBOW the
AERLANE
P
500, stand1960 FORD
Sam
Oresulis of regular Blue Lustre spot 58 STATION WAGON. GOOD buy. ard transmission. 8 cylinder, excel- Jr selling your property contact
cleaning. Rent electric shampooer Phone 763-6634 after 5:00 p.m. Mc lent conchtlon. Phone 492-21301. n5p Seaman or Wayne Wilson at Wilson Realty or call 753-3283. N-8-C
$1. Ck-ass Furniture.
n2c
PARTS FOR all makes of electric
shavers at Lindsey's Jewelry. N-4-O

a

For Sale
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1967 -CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE. UPRIGHT PIANO IN GOOD conMc 2 BEDROOM, ELECTRIC HEAT,
Good shape. Call 753-6223.
Mc dition. Phone 753-2328.
located on S. 8th Ext.
161 ACRE FARM, WELL FENCED,
TYPEWRITER - MIRABLE TAB NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
near Ky. Lake
with 11" carriage, Remington Quiet- with family room, ceramic tile bath,
71 ACRE FARM WITH GOOD land
rater portable. This typewriter has wall to wall carpeting in living room,
on 121
only been used a short tune and is built-in range, utility. carport. storm
53 ACRE FARM. VERY productive
miJust like new. Phone 753-1755. neinc windows and doors, city sewerage farm
near Crosland.
and paved street. $15,260.
TP
EXTRA NICE THREE BEDROOM 4 ACRES WITH WELL and spring,
UNBELIEVABLE BUT TRUE, only Iramie house on lot 100'x225', city near Faxon
$3,196 for brand new 2 bedroom 10' sewerage, paved street, garage. Ex- 106 ACRE FARM NEAR KIRKSEY
wide sturdy construction. See for tra nice house on extra nice lot for HOUSE & 2 LOTS ON Sycamore
yourself, 8' %vides - great variety only $10,000.
4 BEDROOM, RADIANT HEAT, on
of sizes, makes and prices starting GOOD 50 ACRE FARM WITH long Ryan
at $125. Mathew Trailer Sale, High- road front on two tides in sight of 10 AORES, IDEAL FOR Subdividway 46 North, Mayfield, Ky. dec4c black top road. Has good farm ing, near Murray
house. weal. large stock pond, good NICE LARGE BRICK HOUSE on
CHOICE BUILDING LOT. HAS all fence s. Immediate possession of Woodlawn.
4 ROOM BLOCK NEAR SUGAR
$11,•!.-a0.
utilities, 100 front, in Whariell house. foil
*Estates. priced right, call 753-6453 00013 BUSINESS HOUSE JUST Creek Church.
n2p outside city limits on 641. Has city 7 ROOM ON WOODLAWN.
water, good living quarters. Priced LOT IN PINE BLUFF SHORES.
to
sell. Can be used for most any 3 BEDROOM ON NORTH 16th
26' LIBERTY HOUSE TRAILER.
4 BEDROOM, NEAR LAKESTOP
type
businees.
See 8 miles east of Murray on PotGrocery.
find
always
a
will
*You
tertown Road.
n2p
SPECIAL. 2 BEDROOM, ELECTRIC
ROBERTS
Iota
building
at
ton
of
1966 MERCURY. ALSO OIL haste!.
tvic heat, wall to wall carpet, drapes and
Oail 753-2685.
n2c REALTY. phone 753-1651.
air conditioning, $2,000 down, $69.00
-per month.
WHITE PEKINGESF DOG. 3 mo. 4 ROOMS WITH BATH AND about
old Registered. Had all shots.'Phone 2 a CI'CS of land within epx. 100
limits. 30 days pos053-5406.
n2p yards of city
session and priced at only %4a00 00.
44 ACRE FARM WITH 5 ROCild 15 ACRES ON BLACK l'OP near
house, electric heat, running aster. Collev,e. Can Liz subdivided. -.Priced 500 Main. phone 753-3263.
n5c
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BAKER CASE
- CURIOUSEn
EIS cuRioUsER
.
Nu

FOR RENT

awe.. mem

OFPERED

SEoVICES

I

WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME
for children 2 - 3,-, by day or hour.
1 tc
Phone 753-6067.

CITES SECURITY-Rep. H. R.
Gross. R-la.. sits in his office
in Washington. wondering
about any possible security
violation in the recent deportation of a German
beauty. wife of a German
army sergeant, who partied
with Capitol VIPs, said a possible connection with the
Baker case, a possibility he
cited in a House speech.
Baker Ls Robert G. (Bobby)
Baker. resigned Senate secretary whose outside bustis being investigated.
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WANTED: RESPONSTI3LE PARTY
to take over low monthly payments
an a spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager, PO.
Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana. n2p

.11010& TeMaia
321'0 :ARM

lTlist: not
i--Aer
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27-Communlat
21- Pueisseses
29-Man's
nickname.
:11/iliti notice

35c 5-14.11NOTS 0Ait WASH coming
to Murray in the near future. ia4c

3 ROOM & BATH UNFURNISHED
garage aparunent, 808 Vine St Dial
753-4541 or see Barney Weeks. n5c

4-Pronoun

Answer to Yesterday's Pottle
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311..Piainfe.
54-Period 01

43-Spanish for

33- flousehold
pot
94-simian
8-5 'Amigo

44-Sagacious
46- earpentor'S
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51-Cooled lava
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I llf110
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3,-Put in
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FOR HONEST
CONSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNMENT
A Democrat for Nunn
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DON'T LISTEN 70 AlE I
KNOW WHAT I'M 5AsiNG

(Lt. NEVER EIELtEVE lii
VCR/ AGAIN! NEVER!

Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate Agency

BIG SCENE-Peter Cook, coauthor and actor of "Beyond
the Fringe" on Broadway,
and his bride, the former
Wendy Snowden, toast each
other with champagne following their wedding in New
York. They met when both
were Cambridge undergraduates in England.
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Doug,
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Martin seem Mt. plan to do? You won't get into
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toward net own room.
CHAPTER 25
1 shut the door and went over side whece the rni'road track:
Wr:TIII,E I was in my room
vv roaring over the threat. to sit by the open window- There paraileied the pudding
would still he two hours ot lay
There was a noxcar on the
someone lennekod oh the door
light before I .coulci start what Weirern Distributing spur, cio:.
It was Mitzi Pawn, looking
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, juncture with In,' Street ano .„
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loading
room a only. chair "Excuse the they drove off.
area,
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Just now there was nothing to
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When I guessed the time to be
Calquietly, "I had no business ins• lahan were up to,
It they were about eleven. footsteps sounded
mg my temper last night Doug actually dealing
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"I never was much good at as soon as possible. Then
trailer.
the
putting ideas across I lost my cartons with their inCriminating
Since taking up my position.
temper too, and I'm sorry, so serial numbers could
be de- I had had to duck out of algal
three or four times as the shine
let's forget it."
stroyed.
"It's forgotten." Mitzi said,
As long as the sun had shone, of headlights warned me of apwith a relieved grin "I'm ;glad It had seemed Hite
a simple proaching cars. 1 now did so
again. but this pair of lights
we re not Mad any more. 4'm operation. Now that it was
getnot much good at carrying a ting dark, I began to have proved to be those on Callagrudge."
doubts. Darkness and crime han's tractor.
"That goes double for me. At have A strange affinity.
The vehicle came to a stop
,r as where you're Concerned.
About ten o'clock I forsook where It had the night before,
here're a few characters in the comparative security of my' its headlights laying a brilliant
this town I don't mind being room and left the house.
swath along the street I heard
mad at.- I told her about the
Out front, things seemed the cab door open. then Calthreatening phone call, while peaceful enough, lights
glowing lahan a steps on the sidewalk.
the smile left her face.
cheerfully' in the windows of (To Be Continued Tomorrow)
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novel published by Avalon Rook.: fa,
by Dos Blur* Distributed by Elm Features Copyi,sht,
Syndicate.

MEADS RED CROSS - Gen.
JamesF' Collins (above) II
new president of the American Red Cross, succeeding
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther.
He was commander of U. S.
Army forces in the Pacific.
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by Ernie Bashmiller

'I'M TRYHVG OUT THE •
BURGLAR ALARM
IN MY NEW
RtGGY BANK

I'LL DROP IN TO
SEE ROLL() THE
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by liaohoyn Van Hares
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Juliet Prowse
Still Glad
Of Decision
RNON SCOTT
wood Correspondent
Hi.ilLrWOOD yet --- If Juliet
Pr.n. w had to do it over aeaip
wo,I'd she still refuse to marbr
Frank Sinatra'
'Yes"
The long stemmed beauty cancelled her ernzagement to the.' thin
singer almost tau years ago and has
had no regrets.
-A: first I was broken up about
It because I was in love with Frank,"
Miss Prowse said on her return to
Heilyaood after almost a year's absence.
"But'it was only a temporary feeling I found out that absence does
NOT make the heart grow fond-
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The thumer la the- agent which
they are ready.'
make the autonwbrle roll and give pating them before
ing a new
a career girl"
makes It possible for assembly line spent two years develop
the
in
share
all
to
run,
a
It
place
a chemWhen she's not on the roa,d Juliet
spray painting of automobile bod- lacquer thinner which used
y
the
from
asembl
oittput
rising
before used
lt:enns ballet class %or!. day. and
ies. The paint Itself Is too thick, ical subatance never
to keep her legs in shape she visits
delivered, to be adaptable to in the produot. Before even discuss
The trailing prosperity reaches when
y sprayheath Lit:b too
spraying; the production pace ing the protect, the compan
'catty
and
ies,
industr
smaller
down into
with
Her schedule keeps her so busy
the, auto industry requires the ed more than SOO teat panels
Its products which to the layman if
she has little time or inclination,
g technique, and the thinner different varieties of paint to make
sprayin
the
with
ted
may not seem connec
sure that the ultimate coating was
for that matter—for dating When
Llell goes into use.
automobile industry in any way.
proof against almost any sort of
she's on the road Juliet gets as
Constant Research
it.
to
al
but which are essenti
much rests as possib.e alter her
whose company is a sub- wear.
Dahl.
Ahead
Years
performances. At home she regains
of the Grow Corporation,
One firm, for example, sells more sidiary
her energy for hitting the road.
that supplying thinner to
s
By JESSE BOGI.T.
explain
of
output
than half of its annual
Status Remains Quo
industry is not merely a
CPI Financial Editor
auto
the
paint
ial
When Sinatra announced his en- , NEW YORK ria --- The automo- 12 million gallons of industr
of storing big supplies to
matter
y.
industr
ile
thinner to the automob
gagement to the dancer it was with bile
to year from the
in its long-continued,
new be tapped year
the understanding that she would ads ance. has brought health to The thinner never shows in the
ear which the motorist drives proudgive up her career
. dozens of attendant industries,
ad,ks is • matter of constant
Inestetan
ly home, but It is an essential in "n
Evidently Ftang misunderstood. some large, some small.
pre-testing. Sales reCar for exposure to research and
the
ng
prepari
When Janet announced she would
Sjeel hes benefitted greatly Alupresentatives for Grow generally are
be both Mrs Sinatra and performer minurn has been helped. PlasUca-1 time and the elements.
with a know"Each year there are new models paint technologists,
she . palled the switch to single have found the automobile a fertknowements sought in ledge of chemistry and some
improv
new
and
blessedness.
I
ile field for innovation. Textile
W. ledge of the auto industry in gens George
explain
g,"
paintin
find the upholstery and
three to four
Since cancelling their nuptials • 'takers
president of The Grow Sol- eral. They may spend
ng in the cars make up an Dahl.
they
both parties have escaped entang- carpeti
in a statement re- veers in a laboratory before
v,
Compan
vent
ive market.
-We in the ever go into the auto company ofy
ling al 'lances with the opposite attract
recentl
her
leased
It follows that tires, end oil. and
sex And from all appearances. It
industry must be on top of fice to attempt a sale.
e: concrete, cement and , hiriner
Dahl said his company recently
looks as if the statue will remain : gasolin
ments, often anticidevelop
these
structural iron. those things which
quo in the foreseeable future

Juliet says Sinatra still telephones
her from time to !..rne And :ha! hey
did have • date last May Out as far
as she's concerned the romance
as cold as Frar,k's Nevada gambling
interests.
A Lonely Man
'Poor Prank If I'd married him
I'd be going through all this trouble with him now." she said
-I think marriage would be •
very good thing for Frank but not
with me He's a lonely man, and a
happy marriage would snap him out
of it"
Juliet still refuses to prescribe matrimony for herself.
"Cm not sorry I didn't marry
Frank—or anyone else for that matter He was 21 years older than I
am And I think that's too much
for a girl in her 70's.- she continued -I'm very happy in my wort."
Wants To Dance
Juliet's work has taken her throughout the country for personal
appearances in nightclutes and summer stock Next month she makes
her debut before Los Angeles au, chences in the Cocoanut Grove.
'Ca have had to give up my career if Frank and I had gone through with our marriage." ,she said
at
-I want to continue dancing. for
least 10 years and at the same time
comdo some straight drama and
edy work. too
"If a husband could put up with
a
that. all right. But it would take
very understanding man to marry
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Auto Industry
Helps Build
New Business
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